Why Conscious Client
Attraction Now?
Never before have we faced such a constant
barrage of change and tragic events in our
history. But these very events can be a
catalyst for us to look inside ourselves for
meaning.

"I've had great lead
generation from your
techniques and trainings,
with new followers and
connections on three
different platforms! Wow!"
-- Teresa Adams,
Executive Coach

As coaches, healers, authors and speakers,
now is our time. The world needs our gifts and we feel the calling even stronger than
before.
We are entering the Divine Feminine Era in
business and society - and that means the
old ways of marketing, growing our
businesses, and selling must give way to
new ways that acknowledge the role of our
purpose, spirituality, intuition and more.
Conscious Client Attraction is the answer
we have been looking for. It combines
creating a highly magnetic offering, having
current marketing strategy, and mastering
manifesting.
After years of mentoring entrepreneurs.
Marcia Bench has created this system to
help business owners transform and
accelerate the growth of their businesses.
“You are the healers, teachers and
leaders. As you grow spiritually and
awaken your inner light, you will become a
source of light and awakening for others.”
--Sanaya Roman, Spiritual Growth

How to Learn Conscious Client
Attraction
Mastering Conscious Client Attraction requires that you
master three key business fundamentals - Magnetic
Movement, Marketing & Business Growth, and
Manifesting Principles.
There are 8 steps in this process, and each will require
unlearning old habits and integrating a new
consciousness as well as new systems. We offer four
different ways you can learn this life-changing process.

CCA Mastery
Want to get started with
the 8 steps of Conscious Client
Attraction?
Our 8-week mentoring
program, Conscious Client
Attraction Mastery, includes not
only live training and coaching, but
weekly meditations, private
community and other bonuses.
Includes pass to one of our live
retreat described at left too!

Conscious Client Attraction LIVE!
There is no more powerful type of transformation than
live, in-person events. Not only will you receive
training both before and during the event, you will
experience the combined energy of the group and
Marcia. You will leave as a different person than you
came.
We will do live energy clearing of blocks to
abundance, live offers so you make money during the
retreat (!), help you clarify your calling and how to
package and price it, and position your business for
the growth that will yield the lifestyle and income you
desire. A must-attend event! Limited to the first 15
registrants.

CCA Inner Circle
If you are a coach who has 2 or
more years of experience, an
established web site and clientele
and are rebranding or seeking to
double your income, the Inner
Circle is for you.
You will work with Marcia and her
team for a full 12 months,
including both weekly group
coaching & training, live retreats
& more. Set your course for mid
6 figures or even $1 million.

Success Stories

Success Stories

"I made more than $7000 in a
recent one-hour presentation
– nearly 4 times what I would
have been paid using my old
approach!”
--Karen McGeehan,
Inner View Nutrition

"If you want to make a
difference in your industry
you need a coach who can
help you with the next step,
Marcia Bench is the woman
to go to!!"
--Bert Goos
Online Talent Manager,
The Netherlands

"I closed three clients at
higher fees than I have ever
charged, bringing in more
than $59,500 of business in
just a few weeks!”
--Elizabeth Lengyel,
PeopleCoach

"I’ve had a more than 8-fold
return on my commitment to
myself to coach with you
overnight!”
--Nathalie Thompson

About Marcia Bench

Marcia Bench is the world's leading Conscious Client Attraction
Expert, an international speaker and Best-Selling 25-time Author
with more than 25 years’ experience. Her books include the bestselling Become an Inspirational Thought Leader,
Career Coaching: An Insider's Guide and Tao of
Entrepreneurship.
She is CEO at Marcia Bench Enterprises and Founder/Director of
Career Coach Institute. Marcia's education includes a J.D. a B.S.
in Psychology, and numerous coaching certificates.
Marcia has shared the stage with Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra
and other leading thought leaders, has been published by Hay
House and Simon & Schuster, and is a leading global expert on
entrepreneurship, coaching and rising consciousness.

Marcia Bench Enterprises
www.marciabench.com
(503) 308-8179

